Eliminate the hassle of managing production weight data with old-fashioned printers – or by hand. **Connect up to 5 scales** to one PC, recording and storing data for each scale separately.

**Connect your Checkweighers or fill-by-weight controls.** Thompson Scale’s Model 4693 or 5511 controllers transmit commands to SPPC-Lite to automatically start a new run without extra steps by operator or manager. Connect to other scales - quickly and easily enter parameters for the next production run (target weights, reject limits, product name) to get the same reports.

Chart each production line real-time
Display up to 5 charts simultaneously on one screen
Monitor production for all lines without leaving your desk
See trends and rates right at your PC

Click on a completed production run to instantly print a detailed analysis or send production reports to any system printer.

Click on the “Print To Excel®” button and export all data for a completed production run to a spreadsheet for easy integration into other applications or to email to headquarters. **Just Like That!**
**PC Specifications:**
- Windows PC, running Win7 or Win8
- 4MB RAM
- User’s spreadsheet program (only needed if you’re exporting SPPC Lite information)

**Connections:**
Serial to USB Converters (purchase option from TSC)
Ethernet – hardware for scale may be required

**Features:**
- Connects to as many as five (5) production scales simultaneously
- Opens individual data files for each run, each line to keep data separate
- Model 4693 and 5511 controllers transmit commands at the beginning of each production run to automatically close the last run’s data file and open a new file. No action or intervention required by operator
- For Checkweighers, valve bag fillers and net weigh scales
- Each weight for multiple-head TSC scales identified in spreadsheet as weight “A”, “B”, etc to make tracking individual scale performance easy
- Simple user interface for:
  - Creating a connection (serial or Ethernet or both)
  - Configuring communications from scale (other than 4693 or 5511 from TSC)
  - Creating a named production line for each connection
- Real-time charting of each unit weight for each active connected scale
- Display of all weights on graph for each run; scroll left-right to view past or monitor current weight data
- Works with your system printers

**Reports:**
- Listing report for each package weight, 10 per line
- Production summary report; statistics, totals, bell graph distribution of weight
- User select distribution around target weight or average
- Comparative report; report on same products on same line over a span of time
- Quickly shows performance and variations from run to run
- Export to a spreadsheet – sends all parameters and weight data for use in other applications or for in-house macros and reports

**Support:**
Purchase our support package for –
  - Phone and email technical support
  - Software updates & new report formats offered throughout the support period

*Call us today to discuss your weight data analysis & reporting needs*